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ABSTRACT
AI-based decision support tools (ADS) are increasingly used to augment human decision-making in high-stakes, social contexts. As public sector agencies begin to adopt ADS, it is critical that we understand workers’ experiences with these systems in practice. In this paper, we present findings from a series of interviews and contextual inquiries at a child welfare agency, to understand how they currently make AI-assisted child maltreatment screening decisions. Overall, we observe how workers’ reliance upon the ADS is guided by (1) their knowledge of rich, contextual information beyond what the AI model captures, (2) their beliefs about the ADS’s capabilities and limitations relative to their own, (3) organizational pressures and incentives around the use of the ADS, and (4) awareness of misalignments between algorithmic predictions and their own decision-making objectives. Drawing upon these findings, we discuss design implications towards supporting more effective human-AI decision-making.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AI-based decision support tools (ADS) are increasingly used to augment human workers in complex social contexts, including social work, education, healthcare, and criminal justice [15, 19, 21, 26, 39, 66]. These technologies promise to foster better, more equitable decision outcomes by helping to overcome limitations and biases in human judgments [13, 30, 39]. At the same time, AI-based judgments are themselves likely to be imperfect and biased, even if in different ways than humans [15, 32, 39, 64]. Given the potential for humans and AI systems to build upon each others’ strengths, and to compensate for each others’ limitations, a growing body of research has sought to design for effective human–AI partnerships: configurations of humans and AI systems that can draw upon complementary strengths of each [5, 15, 21, 31, 58]. Yet to date, little is known about what factors might foster or hinder effective human–AI partnerships in practice, across different real-world contexts.

In this work, we investigate how social workers at a US-based child welfare agency currently make AI-assisted child maltreatment screening decisions in their day-to-day work. In one form or another, AI-based decision supports are anticipated to play an
important role in the future of child welfare decision-making [8, 13, 45, 51, 53]. Yet the use of ADS in child welfare remains contentious, and it is unclear what forms of human–AI partnership might be most effective and appropriate in this context [8, 13, 27, 28, 52]. While some prior work has focused on understanding families’ and other affected community members’ perspectives and desiderata for the use of ADS in child welfare [8, 11], almost no research has investigated workers’ experiences working with these systems in practice.

We present findings from a series of interviews and contextual inquiries with child maltreatment hotline workers, aimed at understanding their current practices and challenges in working with an ADS day-to-day. We examine the use of the Allegheny Family Screening Tool (AFST). The AFST was deployed in Allegheny County in 2016, to assist child maltreatment hotline workers in assessing risk and prioritizing among referred cases [13, 60]. The AFST context has been frequently studied in recent years (e.g., [11, 13, 15, 59]), and public sector agencies are beginning to look to the AFST as an example of what AI-assisted decision-making can or should look like in child welfare and similar contexts [51]. However, most prior research on the AFST has relied on retrospective qualitative analyses of workers’ decisions, without an understanding of how workers actually integrate the AFST into their decision-making on-the-ground. In this work, we focus on understanding how workers currently use the AFST in their day-to-day work, and what design opportunities exist to support more effective AI-assisted decision-making. We explore the following research questions:

1. How do workers decide when, whether, and how much to rely upon algorithmic recommendations?
2. What limitations and future design opportunities do workers perceive for the AFST or future ADS tools?

We found that, although the AFST had been in use for half a decade, the system remained a source of tension for many workers, who perceived the system’s current design as a missed opportunity to effectively complement their own abilities. As a step towards the design of new forms of human–AI partnership in child welfare, we engaged these practitioners in envisioning how future technologies might better support their needs. In the remainder of this paper, we first provide a brief overview of related work and describe the child welfare decision-making context in which this work is situated. We then describe our contextual inquiries, semi-structured interviews, and analysis approach. Based on our analysis, we present rich findings capturing workers’ current practices and challenges in working with the AFST. We discuss how workers’ reliance upon the AFST is guided by (1) their knowledge of rich, contextual information beyond what the AI model captures, (2) their beliefs about the ADS’s capabilities and limitations relative to their own, (3) organizational pressures and incentives that they perceive around the use of the ADS, and (4) workers’ awareness of misalignments between the ADS’s predictive targets versus their own decision-making objectives. Based on our findings, we present directions for future research and design implications towards supporting more effective human-AI decision-making in child welfare and beyond. Taken together, this work contributes to ongoing discussions in the literature (e.g., [3, 26, 52]) regarding the need for a broader re-consideration of how ADS should be designed, evaluated, and integrated into public sector contexts.

This work represents the first in-depth qualitative investigation in the literature of workers’ current practices and challenges in working with the AFST. Overall, our findings complicate narratives from prior academic and grey literature regarding how the AFST fits into workers’ day-to-day decision-making. We expect that the kinds of challenges discussed throughout this paper are not uncommon across AI-assisted public sector decision-making contexts. However, it is uncommon for public sector agencies to open their doors to researchers. We recognize Allegheny County for their strong commitment to transparency, for allowing researchers to closely observe their practices, and for their receptiveness to exploring ways to improve their current practices. We hope that this approach will become a norm in the design, development, and deployment of public sector ADS more broadly.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Designing effective human-AI partnerships

As AI systems are increasingly used to support human work across a range of high-stakes decision making contexts, a growing body of research has sought to design for effective human–AI partnerships: configurations of humans and AI systems that draw upon complementary strengths of each [5, 15, 21, 31, 58]. To date, scientific and design knowledge remains scarce regarding what factors foster or hinder effective human–AI partnerships in practice, across different real-world contexts. In some studies, human and machine intelligence combined has been shown to outperform either humans or AI alone [5, 24, 48], while in others human–AI partnerships have failed to improve or have even harmed decision quality, for various reasons [19, 50]. For instance, a long line of literature demonstrates that humans are often either too skeptical of useful ADS outputs or too reliant upon erroneous or harmfully biased AI outputs (e.g., [9, 16, 19, 38]). Much recent research has utilized large-scale crowd experiments on platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, to investigate how people integrate algorithmic predictions and recommendations into their decision-making (e.g., [5, 9, 50, 58]). However, experiments with crowdworkers performing simulated tasks may be limited in what they can teach us about decision-making in complex real-world decision contexts such as in social work, criminal justice, education, and healthcare [41, 58].

A complementary line of research in HCI has studied and designed for human–AI partnerships in real-world work settings (e.g., [15, 25, 26, 56, 62, 66]). For example, Yang et al. [66, 67] investigated why efforts to integrate AI-based decision support tools often fail in clinical settings. Building on their findings, the authors designed a radically new form of decision support that better aligned with healthcare workers’ actual needs, routines, and organizational workflows. Similarly, through participatory design workshops with public service (job placement) caseworkers, data scientists, and system developers, Holten Møller et al. [26] found that while data scientists were fixated on developing decision support tools that predicted individual’s risk of long-term unemployment, workers desired fundamentally different forms of decision support. As discussed in the next subsection, relatively few research projects have
explored how to effectively design human–AI partnerships for social work contexts [15, 52].

2.2 Algorithmic decision support in child welfare

Over the past two decades, many child welfare agencies have begun incorporating computerized decision support tools into various stages of the child protection decision-making process [8, 29]. The most widely-used tools resemble simple checklists, assisting social workers in assessing the risk of a given case based on a small set of manually-entered factors [52, 53]. Yet recent years have seen the introduction of machine learning-based systems such as the privately-owned Rapid Safety Feedback program, deployed in child welfare agencies across several US states [28], and the public Allegheny Family Screening Tool (AFST) in Pennsylvania [60]. These AI-based decision support tools (ADS) make use of hundreds of features that are automatically pulled from multi-system administrative data, promising to support more consistent, fairer decision-making, particularly given that social workers are often operating under limited information and time pressure [13]. However, critics have warned that the use of ADS in child welfare risks amplifying harmful biases in the child welfare system (e.g., reflecting biases in the administrative data on which they are trained and operate upon) [13, 17] or introducing absurd errors into decision processes, which humans would not otherwise make [1, 15, 28].

Several recent attempts to deploy ADS in child welfare have failed due to concerns among affected communities or among the social workers tasked with using these systems (e.g., [28, 52]). To avoid such failures, researchers have highlighted a need for greater community participation during the design phase for new ADS, to ensure that concerns are identified and addressed early on. For example, Brown et al. conducted participatory workshops to better understand the concerns of affected communities, and to identify strategies for improving communities’ comfort with ADS [8]. Similarly, Cheng et al. elicited subjective notions of fairness in child welfare decision-making from parents and social workers across the United States—who did not necessarily have familiarity or experience using existing ADS tools—in order to inform the design of future ADS tools that align with these notions [11].

In contrast to this prior work, the current paper contributes to a nascent body of practitioner-oriented research in HCI that studies the integration of existing ADS in public sector decision-making contexts, with the goal of informing more successful uses of such technologies in the future [14, 39, 52]. For example, drawing upon an ethnographic case study with child welfare caseworkers, Saxena et al. [52] presented a theoretically-derived framework (ADMAPS) to inform the design of algorithmic decision-supports in public sector contexts. The current research takes a bottom-up approach, validating aspects of the ADMAPS framework, while also presenting several complementary findings. Given that our work considers a machine learning-based system that incorporates hundreds of input variables, in contrast to the simpler algorithmic systems studied by Saxena et al, the intelligibility and transparency of the ADS are key concerns in our context. In another study, De-Arteaga et al. [15] conducted retrospective quantitative analyses of child maltreatment hotline workers’ decision-making while using the AFST, finding encouraging evidence that in aggregate, social workers are able to employ their discretion [2, 40] to compensate for erroneous algorithmic risk assessments. We build upon and extend this prior work to gain an on-the-ground understanding of child maltreatment hotline workers’ current practices and challenges in working with the AFST day-to-day, and to gain insight into how they may be able to compensate for algorithmic limitations in practice. Towards the design of new forms of ADS and human-AI partnership in child welfare, we engage these practitioners in envisioning how future technologies might better support their needs.

2.3 The Allegheny Family Screening Tool and workplace context

In the United States, the term “child welfare system” refers to a continuum of service: child protection, family preservation, kinship care, foster care placements, and adoption services. The child welfare system’s primary purpose is to keep children safe and protect them from harm, activities typically carried out through a series of decisions made in the screening and investigation of abuse or neglect allegations. Its secondary purpose is to connect families to services that will improve conditions in their homes, supporting children at risk. Given the number of children who are reported for maltreatment relative to the number who enter foster care, significant staffing resources are dedicated to the “front-end” of the system: assessments, screenings, and investigations. At the same time, however, most investments have focused on the “back-end” of the system, or those children removed and placed in foster care [20]. This attention has come at the expense of other operational aspects of the child welfare system, such as training and decision support for child maltreatment hotline call screeners and supervisors, caseworkers, or other front-end workers. Today, child welfare agencies in the US are typically staffed and led by social workers who entered the workforce because they were interested in clinical, direct practice with children and families. They do not view themselves as investigators, nor has their professional training necessarily prepared them for the investigative work with which they are tasked [44].

Given the volume of child maltreatment referrals, call screeners and their supervisors struggle to make systematic use of the administrative data and case history available to them. The stakes of the decisions these workers make day-to-day cannot be overstated, as workers face a challenging balancing act between “erroring on the side of child safety” versus “erroring on the side of family preservation” [13, 54]. As discussed above, in an effort to augment workers’ abilities to efficiently process and prioritize among cases, child welfare agencies have begun to turn to new ADS tools. Among the most publicized examples, and the ADS in the context of our study, is the Allegheny Family Screening Tool (AFST). The AFST has been in use at Allegheny County, Pennsylvania’s Office of Children, Youth and Families (CYF) Intake/Call Screening Department since 2016, where it assists child protection hotline call screeners in assessing risk and prioritizing among referred cases [13, 60]. Figure 1 illustrates the CYF screening and investigation process at Allegheny County. From left to right: an external caller (e.g., a teacher or relative) calls a child maltreatment hotline, a call screener is then tasked with...
recommending whether or not to screen in the report for investigation. The call screener gathers various sources of information to run the AFST, which outputs a score between 1 (low risk of future placement) to 20 (high risk of future placement). Using the AFST score, the current allegation from the caller, and other information sources from public records, the call screener makes a screening recommendation. The call screener may either agree or disagree with a low or high AFST score, when making their recommendation. The supervisor receives the case, along with a case report including the call screener’s recommendation, the AFST score, and other case-related information, to make a final decision. The supervisor may then either agree or disagree with the call screener and/or the AFST score. If the supervisor wishes to screen out a case for which the AFST score is 18 or higher (a mandatory screen-in score), they must go through an override process to make their screening decision. If the case is screened in instead, it is referred to a caseworker, who might proceed in a number of different directions (e.g., further investigation, investigation, or intervention). If the supervisor finds that there is not enough information to make a screening decision, they may send the report back to the call screener to gather more information (e.g., by calling the reporting source).

3 METHODS
To understand how child maltreatment hotline call screeners and supervisors integrate algorithmic predictions from the AFST into their decision-making, we analyze data from two sources: contextual inquiries and semi-structured interviews with workers. We visited Allegheny County’s CYF where we conducted a total of approximately 37.5 hours of observations and interviews in order to both understand workers’ current decision-making processes using the AFST and to identify design opportunities to support more effective human-algorithm decision-making in the future.

Over the course of two visits, spread across a two-week period, we conducted contextual inquiries and semi-structured post-interviews with a total of nine call screeners and four supervisors. During the contextual inquiries, we observed call screeners taking calls, compiling case reports, running the AFST, and making screening recommendations. We also observed supervisors reviewing call screeners’ recommendations, case reports, and the AFST scores, and then integrating this information to make their final screening decisions. During each visit, members of our research team conducted observations and interviews with different call screeners and supervisors at the Allegheny CYF office. Each call screener or supervisor was observed and interviewed by one to two researchers, and a different set of call screeners and supervisors was present for each of our visits. Before beginning the observations, we provided the call screener or supervisor an overview of the study purpose and methods and obtained their participation and recording consent. Given that we observed and interviewed call screeners during their working hours, some call screeners or supervisors were unable to complete all study activities. A total of nine call screeners and two supervisors participated in the contextual inquiry (all participants except S3 and S4), and nine call screeners and four supervisors participated in the post-interview. See Table 1 for aggregated participant demographics. Note that we provide this information in aggregate form to avoid making individual workers identifiable within their workplace.

3.1 Contextual inquiries
Playing the role of “apprentices” shadowing a “master” to learn a trade [7], researchers observed call screeners and supervisors as they performed their jobs, asking follow-up questions as needed. For call screeners, this involved observing how they gather information via incoming calls, gather additional information through administrative databases, fill out reports on individual cases, and make screening recommendations with the AFST, amongst other tasks. For supervisors, this involved observing how they made screening decisions using case reports and the AFST score. When making a screening recommendation or decision, the call screeners and supervisors were asked to think aloud [63] to help the researcher follow their thought processes. To ensure minimal disruption, researchers did not ask questions when call screeners were on a call. Researchers asked call screeners and supervisors questions in-the-moment, during their decision-making process (see Supplementary Materials). After making a screening decision, the call screeners and supervisors were asked any relevant follow-up questions in a semi-structured interview style. In total, we observed call screeners taking 32 calls, 7 of which led to making a screening recommendation using the risk assessment tool. The two supervisors were observed for 1.5 hours total and made 14 screening decisions with the risk assessment tool during that time. All call screeners and supervisors consented to having researchers take notes on observations and interviews.

3.2 Semi-structured interviews
Towards the end of our contextual interviews, we conducted a post-interview to (1) validate our observations, (2) gain further insight into call screeners’ and supervisors’ perceptions and practices around the AFST, and (3) understand design opportunities to improve decision-making with the AFST or similar ADS tools in the future. The first iteration of our post-interview protocol consisted of five sections: (1) participant background (e.g., educational and professional background, years of experience working with the AFST, and experience using other algorithmic decision support tools), (2) clarification and validation of findings from our contextual inquiries, (3) understanding worker perceptions of the AFST, (4) understanding worker beliefs and experiences around fairness and bias in the AFST, and (5) understanding where workers perceive opportunities to augment and improve tools like the AFST. After conducting Interpretation Sessions [7] to synthesize findings from our first visit, we iterated on the interview protocol. We added additional questions to probe deeper on three topics that had come up repeatedly during our first visit: understanding how call screeners and supervisors learn about how the AFST works and behaves, understanding how workers communicate with each other around the AFST’s outputs, and understanding worker perceptions of the AFST’s effects on overall screen-in rates. See Supplementary Materials for a full list of interview questions participants were asked during each site visit.

All 13 call screeners and supervisors participated (separately) in the post-interview. 12 call screeners and supervisors consented
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Figure 1: A high-level overview of the child maltreatment screening process at Allegheny County, illustrating when an ADS assists call screeners’ and supervisors’ screening decisions.

to being audio-recorded and one consented to having notes taken. The average interview time was approximately 47 minutes for the 12 call screeners and supervisors who were audio-recorded. Any call screeners and supervisors from the first visit day who were also present during the second visit day were asked the new questions from the iterated interview protocol. Three call screeners were asked questions from the original interview protocol only, while six call screeners and four supervisors were asked questions from the iterated interview protocol.

3.3 Analysis

After each visit, our research team held Interpretation Sessions [7] to collaboratively synthesize findings from our contextual inquiries and post-interviews. Following the two visits, we adopted a thematic analysis approach to analyze approximately 9.5 hours of transcribed audio recordings and 92 pages of notes. Following a shared open coding session to calibrate coding granularity, each participant’s data were qualitatively coded by two to three researchers [42]. For each participant’s data, we ensured that at least one of the coders was the researcher who conducted the contextual inquiry and/or post-interview with that participant. During this phase, each coder remained open to capturing a broad range of observations in their codes, while also keeping watch for observations related to our original research questions and the six major sections included in the post-interview.

After resolving any disagreements amongst the coders, we conducted a bottom-up affinity diagramming process [7] to iteratively refine and group the resulting 1,529 unique codes into successively higher-level themes. In total, this process generated four levels of themes. The first level clustered our 1,529 codes into 380 themes. These were then clustered into 71 second-level themes, 14 third-level themes, and four fourth-level themes. The four top-level themes that emerged from this analysis correspond to subsection headers in the Findings section. Each top-level theme captures workers’ existing practices with the AFST, as well as design opportunities that they perceive for the AFST to better support their work. For example, within the fourth-level theme on workers’ beliefs about the AFST (see Section 4.2), there are two third-level themes: One focuses on workers’ strategies for gaining greater insight into the AFST’s behavior, while the other focuses on characterizing workers’ current beliefs about the AFST and the impacts that these have on their day-to-day practice. The former third-level theme includes 11 second-level themes, for example, capturing workers’ specific motivations to learn more about the AFST or describing how they collectively make sense of the AFST model through interactions with other workers. Key findings under each of our four top-level themes are presented in the next section.

3.4 Ethics and Participant Safety

We assured all workers that their participation was completely voluntary and that their responses would be kept anonymous. To ensure that workers who participated in the study would not be identifiable within their workplace, we only report participant demographics at an aggregate level and omit participant IDs for a small number of sensitive quotes. We acknowledge that HCI projects framed as participatory research and design sometimes take up many hours of participants’ time, and then yield no tangible follow-through for participants [49]. We intend to continue our collaboration with workers and other relevant stakeholders in Allegheny County to ensure that they can benefit from this research.

3.5 Positionality

We acknowledge that our experiences and positionality shape our perspectives, which guide our research. We are all researchers working in the United States. Our academic backgrounds range across interdisciplinary fields within Computer Science, including HCI and AI. Some of us have prior experiences studying social work contexts or other public-sector decision-making contexts in the United States but not elsewhere in the world. None of us have been investigated by a child welfare agency nor adopted or involved in the foster care system. In addition, none of us have professional experience in child welfare. All authors except two live in Allegheny County; the other two live in Minnesota and California. To conduct this research, we collaborated with Allegheny County’s Child, Youth, and Families Department as external researchers.
The analysis and writing were conducted independently from the department.

4 RESULTS

The AFST has been described as a tool that “simply augments the human decision whether to investigate a call alleging abuse or neglect” [12] and “does not replace clinical judgment but rather provides additional information to assist in the call screening decision making process” [46]. Meanwhile, HCI researchers have often expressed concern that the presence of tools like the AFST will lead to over-reliance by workers who might place too much trust in these tools’ recommendations (e.g., [5, 9, 15, 17, 50]). Our analysis revealed a more complicated picture that is not fully captured by either of these narratives.

In this section, we present our findings across four subsections, each of which corresponds to one of the four top-level themes that emerged through our analysis. We first discuss how workers calibrate their reliance on the AFST by drawing upon rich, contextual information beyond what the AI model is able to capture (Section 4.1). Then, we discuss how workers’ beliefs about the AFST both shape and are shaped by their day-to-day interactions with the tool (Section 4.2). We next discuss the impacts that organizational pressures and incentive structures may have on workers’ reliance, independent of their trust in the technology itself (Section 4.3). Finally, we discuss how workers adjust their use of the AFST based on their knowledge of misalignments between the AFST’s prediction task and their own decision-making task as human experts (Section 4.4).

Throughout this section, call screeners are identified with a “C,” and supervisors are identified with an “S.” For a small number of sensitive quotes, participant IDs are omitted to provide an additional layer of anonymity.

4.1 How workers calibrate their reliance on the AFST based on knowledge beyond the model

In our contextual inquiries and interviews, we observed that workers calibrated their reliance on algorithmic recommendations by drawing upon their own knowledge of a given referred case, which often complemented the information captured by the AFST model. Much prior research on human-AI decision-making has focused on settings where the AI system has access to a superset of the task-relevant information available to the human [5, 15, 41]. Yet in many real-world decision-making settings, humans and AI systems may have access to complementary sources of information, opening potential for each to help overcome the other’s blindspots [2, 21, 33]. Our qualitative findings validate hypotheses posed in earlier work by De-Arteaga et al. (2020). Through retrospective quantitative analyses of workers’ decision-making with the AFST, these authors found that workers were able to reliably detect and override erroneous AFST recommendations. To explain how workers were able to do this, the authors speculated that the workers may have been cross-checking algorithmic outputs against other relevant information that was available to them but not to the AFST model [15]. Our observations lend credence to this hypothesis: we found that to inform their screening decisions, workers paid close attention to qualitative details which were reflected neither through administrative data nor through manual inputs that workers are able to provide to the AFST.

Based in part on phone conversations with individuals connected to a case, call screeners constructed rich, causal narratives around a given case, accounting for contextual factors that the AFST overlooks such as potential motives of the callers who are filing a report or cultural misunderstandings that may be at play. In turn, call screeners often communicated such inferences to supervisors, to support their interpretation and decision-making. Observations during our contextual inquiries revealed that, when triangulating across multiple sources of information, call screeners frequently reasoned about possible causes behind the evidence they were seeing. For example, as discussed below, workers reasoned about whether a string of re-referrals for a given case (which can increase the AFST risk score [60]) may have been caused by parents repeatedly reporting one another in the midst of a dispute, rather than indicating actual risk to a child. Similarly, workers did not only consider the statistical risk that a factor might pose to a child in theory, as the AFST does, but also reasoned about the plausibility that this risk would be realized in a specific case. For example, in one instance we observed, a call screener saw that a parent had criminal history in the past but a clean record over the past decade. In the context of other indications that the parent had “started a new life,” the call screener judged that the parent’s prior criminal history was not relevant to assessing risk. In addition, if a worker knew that a given parent did not have any contact with a child, they would take this information into account, disregarding potential risk factors tied to that parent. These observations align with recent theoretical frameworks that characterize the role of human discretion in algorithm-assisted public-sector decision-making [2, 52] and describe gaps between human and AI-based decision-making [37]: call screeners were able to reason about potential causal factors based on their on-the-ground knowledge and expertise, complementing the AFST’s use of large-scale statistical patterns.

Both call screeners and supervisors asserted that they decide whether or not to override the AFST primarily based on qualitative details of the allegations, and their understanding of the social context in which those allegations are being made. As S1 put it, the decision of whether to screen-in or override a high AFST score depends entirely on “...what’s being reported and what the allegations are. You know, and [are] there any safety [concerns] in reference to the younger children in the house?” (S1). Another supervisor, S2, observed that the AFST is prone to giving high scores for cases that have been frequently referred, and emphasized the importance of considering the allegation information alongside the AFST score, given that the AFST “[doesn’t consider the whole story]”. Workers shared specific prior experiences in which a high AFST score appeared to reflect a failure to account for relevant context. For example, C7 shared a case in which the AFST score seemed to be high mainly due to the erroneous inclusion of a child’s father in administrative inputs to the AFST model. In this case, the call screener was aware that the father was in jail, and in fact had no contact with the child. Based on this knowledge, and an absence of other evidence of immediate safety concerns, workers chose to override the AFST. In a different case, the AFST provided
a low risk score, but workers decided to screen-in the case based on concerning details in the caller’s allegations, pertaining to a relative who was visiting with the child. In this case, the AFST was not aware that the relative was visiting, and was unable to factor in the potential safety risk that the relative posed to the child.

We observed that workers also frequently took into account the social context in which a set of allegations were being made. For instance, when making screening decisions, workers reasoned about the relationship of the caller making an allegation to the child, the family, and the alleged perpetrators, as well as the caller’s cultural background and potential motivations. During our contextual inquiries, a few call screeners encountered cases that they believed had high AFST scores mainly because these cases had been re-referred several times, not because the child was truly in any danger. Rather, based on their phone conversations with individuals connected to a case, these call screeners believed that these multiple re-referred cases represented “retaliation reports” (e.g., parents repeatedly reporting one another in the midst of a dispute) or cross-cultural misunderstandings on the part of the caller (see Section 4.2.3).

In contrast to workers’ focus on details of the allegations, the AFST is only able to account for the current allegations at a coarse-grained level. The AFST factors in a categorical “allegation type” variable, taking into account the broad types of allegations made in both current and past referrals. For example, workers can select whether the allegation in a given case maps to categories such as “Child Behaviors,” “Caregiver Substance Abuse,” “No/Inadequate Home,” “Neglect,” “Physical Altercation,” or “Parent/Child Conflict” [60]. Workers perceived allegations related to “Imminent Risks” or “Caregiver Substance Abuse” as posing immediate safety risks to the child, and therefore strong indicators of potential child maltreatment; on the other hand, they viewed allegations related to “Parent/Child Conflict” as requiring more context, given that not all forms of conflict between parents and their children are necessarily cause for alarm, and cross-cultural differences may influence how conflicts are perceived.

The inclusion of categorical variables that capture aspects of the allegations was added to the AFST in 2018, in response to workers’ desires to have allegation information factor into the AFST’s risk score calculation [60]. However, given a fixed set of allegation types available for workers to select, workers are currently limited in their ability to communicate relevant contextual knowledge to the model via this mechanism. As such, the inclusion of “allegation type” variables does not eliminate the need for workers to calibrate their reliance on the model based upon their personal knowledge of a case. Despite these limitations, it is worth noting that allegation type is currently one of the few places in a referral where call screeners have discretion to influence the risk assessment score based on their own interpretations. Workers desired the ability to better incorporate their knowledge of relevant context into the score calculation. For example, C3 proposed that it would be helpful if they could leverage their knowledge of case-specific context to explore counterfactuals, by “[removing] some things out of the score [...] to kinda play with it and say, ‘if you take this out of there, what kind of score would this person get?’”

We next discuss how workers’ perceptions of the AFST’s capabilities and limitations, including its inability to account for many qualitative details of individual referrals, impact how they work with the AFST.

### 4.2 How workers’ beliefs about the AFST shape and are shaped by their day-to-day use of the algorithm, in the absence of detailed training

Given limited formal opportunities to learn how the AFST works, we found that social workers improvised ways to learn about the AFST’s capabilities and limitations themselves—both individually, through their day-to-day use of the tool, and collectively, by sharing their observations and inferences about the tool between workers. In turn, the beliefs that workers develop about the AFST play a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic information</th>
<th>Participant counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study participation</td>
<td>Contextual inquiry: All participants except for S3 and S4 Semi-structured interview: All 13 participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current position</td>
<td>Call screeners: &lt;1 year (1), 1-3 years (3), 3-5 years (1), &gt;= 5 years (4) Supervisors: &gt;= 5 years (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever worked in your current position without the AFST?</td>
<td>Call screeners: Yes (4), No (4), Unsure (1) Supervisors: Yes (3), No (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long have you worked with the AFST?</td>
<td>Call screeners: Since the worker’s employment (5), Since the AFST’s deployment (3), Unsure (1) Supervisors: Since the AFST’s deployment (3), Unsure (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have prior experience working in other social work positions?</td>
<td>Call screeners: Caseworker experience (5), Other social work-related experience (2), Undisclosed (2) Supervisors: Caseworker experience (2), Undisclosed (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Participants’ self-reported demographics aggregated for call screeners and supervisors.
major role in shaping how they work with (and around) the algorithm. Below, we first describe how workers attempt to learn about the AFST’s capabilities and limitations, and discuss their desires for opportunities to learn more about how the AFST works. We then present aspects of workers’ mental models of the AFST—i.e., the internal representations or systems of beliefs that they build up through experience, which they use to understand, explain, and predict algorithmic behavior, and then act accordingly [4, 34, 35, 61]—and we discuss the impacts that these beliefs have on their decision-making and communicative practices around the AFST.

4.2.1 How workers (try to) learn about the AFST’s capabilities and limitations through day-to-day use of the tool.

Despite having used the AFST day-to-day for multiple years, we found that most call screeners and supervisors know very little about how the AFST works or what data it relies upon. In one instance, a call screener (C3) turned to the interviewer to ask if they knew how the AFST worked, hoping that they could answer their longstanding questions about what features the AFST uses. Workers described receiving surface-level procedural training on how to run and view the AFST score a number of years prior (S1, S2, S3, C3, C8, C2), but few could recalling being presented with authoritative information on details such as the predictive features used by the AFST, or how these features were weighted. Moreover, workers’ understanding is not aided by the AFST interface, which simply provides a numerical risk score or a mandatory screen-in/out message.

While Allegheny County is outwardly transparent about the AFST’s design and development process, with public-facing materials and documentation published on the web (e.g., [47, 60]), workers are intentionally provided with minimal information about the AFST model to discourage ‘gaming the system’ behavior. That is, the designers and administrators of the AFST had worried that if too much transparency were provided to workers, this might enable workers to strategically manipulate data based on their decision-making and communicative practices around the AFST.

Through their day-to-day interactions with the AFST, workers built up intuitions about the AFST’s behavior and hypotheses about its limitations and biases. For example, call screeners described a collaborative, game-like approach to predicting AFST scores, recalling past occasions where call screeners would informally “gamble on what this score’s gonna be” (C7).

“What we do is we have to research everything and… start up a report. And then I see, ‘Oh, wow. They have a lot of history. Oh, they’ve got this going on and they have that going on.’ So then I’ll say, ‘I bet this score’s gonna be...” (C3)

In addition to honing their ability to predict AFST scores through these guessing games, workers would sometimes discuss the AFST score for a given case amongst themselves, in order to collaboratively make sense of it. Workers did so informally, even though the screening protocol officially assigns only one call screener and one supervisor per case. Describing their open workspace and collaborative decision-making process, C8 said “I hear everything […] we’re sitting on each other’s laps”. Similarly, S1 explained that “it’s not like we all work in a little bubble […] If we’re struggling with something, we will […] have a little, brief discussion […] We say, ‘Well hey, this score is saying it’s a 19, but we don’t really see anything on this page based on these allegations that says it should be a 19.’”

Workers also developed strategies to gain a more direct window into the AFST’s behavior. For example, in order to learn more about the impacts that particular factors have on the AFST score, both call screeners and supervisors described computing scores on slightly different versions of the same referral data and then comparing them to draw inferences. Given that the AFST reads from saved referral records, workers cannot significantly modify its inputs without sacrificing thoroughness or accuracy of documentation. However, they can still gain some insight into the impacts that particular factors may have on the score by making small adjustments. For example, to understand the impact that a particular family member’s administrative records have on the AFST score, a worker might omit that family member from the AFST score calculation, run the AFST to see the score, and then compute another score with the family member included and compare the two scores.

4.2.2 Workers are frequently surprised and confused by the AFST’s behavior, and want support in learning about the tool.

Echoing prior findings from Eubanks [17], these experiences using and tinkering with the tool enabled workers to make predictions of the AFST score that were often accurate. Yet importantly, the intuitions that workers had developed around the AFST were imperfect: call screeners and supervisors often encountered AFST scores that surprised them, reminding them that their understanding of the tool’s behavior is limited. In reality, the AFST model makes predictions based on a wide array of factors, and C6 lamented that call screeners can “constantly get into a place where we’re assuming that [one particular factor] is what has to be driving the score.” Workers shared specific instances in which their assumptions were violated. For example, referencing a belief that the presence of many historical referrals and service engagement leads to higher AFST scores (see Section 4.2.3), C2 acknowledged that “just because you have a long history doesn’t necessarily mean that you’re going to get a big score. So we just guess that that’s potentially what it could be. I’m sure there are other factors… but we don’t know for sure.” In other cases, workers found that their assumptions about the model were violated when they observed the AFST score shifting in response to changes in data fields that they had not previously thought the AFST took into account (C7, S3). For example, during our observation, C7 stated that the allegations have no impact on the AFST score. However, when rerunning the AFST for an existing case with a previous “Truancy” allegation and newly added current allegations on “Caregiver Substance Abuse” and “Neglect,” the call screener observed the score increasing.

While workers sometimes used unexpected scores to adjust their understanding of the model, at other times, they were simply confused when they could not identify potential causes for unexpected
behaviors. For example, one supervisor (S2) noticed the score changing seemingly at random when they ran it multiple times, even from a 14 (moderate risk) to 7 (low risk), with no apparent changes to the algorithm’s inputs. Regardless of what factors led to unexpected model behavior, these experiences led some workers to perceive the AFST as hyper-sensitive or unreliable, contributing to their overall distrust of the tool (C1, C7, S2). C7 compared the expectation that workers should use the AFST, despite lack of insight into how it works, to blind faith: “not knowing what data’s going into it [...] it’s more of having, like, religious faith, I guess, you know?”

Given these challenges, workers desired more opportunities to learn how the AFST works, to empower them to work with the tool more effectively, and to help them avoid making faulty assumptions about AFST scores in particular instances. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, while the AFST includes a field in which workers can submit feedback and questions to the AFST maintainers, workers expressed that they have rarely received responses that they personally found useful and understandable. Several workers believed that having greater insight into how the model works would enable them to better judge when they can trust the score, and ultimately allow them to make better use of the AFST (C3, C6, C7, C9, S3). As C3 put it, “If we knew more about how we got to the score, I think I’d pay more attention to how the score is going to help me”. One call screener (C6) expressed that they saw greater transparency around the AFST score calculation as an opportunity to balance out power imbalances: “just knowing these are the top three things influencing the score or, you know, something to that effect. Yeah, I mean, it feels like there are ways that it could be better integrated into the workflow to make it feel collaborative versus telling me what to do” (C6).

At the time of this study, workers were interested in learning more about how the AFST produces its risk assessment score at nearly every stage of the model’s pipeline. For instance, although workers were aware that the AFST relies upon administrative data that they can view through their web interface, they wanted to know whether it also draws from other county databases, accounting for data that they themselves cannot easily access (C2, C8, S3). Many workers also desired more opportunities to learn about the specific factors that the AFST is using, and how those factors are weighted (C2, C3, C6, C7, C8, S1, S2, S3). For example, workers were interested in learning which individuals in the referral contributed to the score and by how much (C3, C6, C8, S3), even wondering whether it was possible for deceased relatives to affect the AFST’s assessment of risk to a child (C8). Beyond new forms of training, several workers expressed desires for new decision-time interfaces that could support their current, informal practices for learning about the AFST’s behavior. For example, an augmented version of the AFST interface might explicitly support workers in rapidly exploring multiple counterfactual inputs to the AFST (cf. [65]) in order to learn how particular factors impact the AFST score in specific cases (C1, C6, C8, S1).

4.2.3 Workers’ beliefs about the factors used by AFST influence their reliance on the score. Workers bring a range of knowledge and beliefs with them to the task of interpreting an AFST score and integrating it into their decision-making, including both their knowledge about the broader context of a case (Section 4.1) and their beliefs about how the AFST score is computed (Section 4.2.1). In our contextual inquiries and interviews, most workers referenced beliefs about how the AFST considered the following four factors, among others: the number of re-referrals on a case, the extent of a family’s prior involvement with public services, the size of the family, and the age of the alleged victim(s). During our observations, workers often made guesses about how each of these features might be influencing the AFST score calculation in a given case, and they reasoned about whether or not a feature’s potential influence on the score was appropriate. These inferences, in turn, informed their perceptions of whether the score was “too high” or “too low” for a given case: “the more you use [the AFST], you kind of pick up why it will go a certain way and you can kind of use that in addition to what you do know to make an appropriate determination” (C1).

Many workers believed that a case with high numbers of re-referrals consistently resulted in higher scores (C2, C4, C7, C9, S2). This aligns with the AFST’s use of past referrals as a positively weighted predictive feature [60]. To illustrate, C2 described prior experiences with “retaliation reports” in which parents in custody battles call on each other repeatedly, generating enough referrals that “eventually, the score is going to be ‘Accept [for investigation]’ regardless of what [the referral] is.” Workers often used their knowledge of the allegation details to override high AFST scores that appeared to be driven by high numbers of re-referrals (see Section 4.1). While some workers understood that the “type of allegation” factored into the AFST score (C1, S3), others were uncertain or believed that it did not have much of an impact (C9, S1, S2). In reality, as discussed in Section 4.1, since 2018, the AFST model has factored in some information about the allegation through a categorical variable that captures broad categories of allegations for current and past referrals. Workers’ beliefs about the impact of allegation information on the AFST score appeared to influence their use of the tool. For example, one participant, who believed that allegation type impacted the AFST score, mentioned not wanting “to go super crazy on allegations” when entering data on the allegation type, if they thought it would unfairly drive up the AFST score.

Workers also believed that the greater a family’s degree of involvement with the “system” and “services”—including public mental health and other medical treatment, criminal history, and welfare records—the greater the AFST score would be. In reality, the AFST model does use behavioral health records (with a small positive weight for substance abuse, but a small negative weight for neurotic disorders) as well as criminal history (with positive weights for features related to whether the victim is in juvenile probation currently or in the past year). However, the AFST no longer uses public welfare records as of November 2018 [60]. When reviewing individual cases, workers often justified their disagreement with the AFST score with reference to their beliefs about the AFST’s use of system involvement as part of its score calculation. For instance, C9 explained a high AFST score for a family with no referral history by pointing out the father’s criminal record and mother’s drug use. Describing the limitations with quantitatively assessing system involvement as a predictor for child maltreatment, S1 said, “If I’m someone who accesses the system, meaning... I get
workers agreed that younger victims were at greater risk than older ones. However, workers also perceived that older alleged victims, especially teenage victims, were sometimes given unjustifiably high or low AFST scores, depending on if the person had a history of system involvement. As a result, workers pay close attention to the reasons for referral associated with the case, alongside the alleged victim’s history of system involvement, in order to inform or justify decisions to disagree with the AFST:

“[It is easy to identify] when the score will appear wrong [...] when we have reports of kids that are truant. When we get a high-risk score for a kid, the only reason why the report is being made is because the kid is truant, and truancy doesn’t put a 15 or 16-year-old kid at high risk. And, you know, it’s based on them pulling information from this program, this program, this program, and that program, [which] does not impact [whether] the kid is going to school or not.” (S1).

Beyond the features described above, some workers expressed confusion at how the model factors in other features. For example, workers perceived that the AFST tended to assign higher risk scores to families from underprivileged racial identities and socioeconomic backgrounds (C1, C2, S2). However, they were unsure whether to attribute high AFST scores to race and socioeconomic status directly, or to other correlated features (C3, C7, C9, S1). For example, while discussing the compounding effects of race and income, S1 said that if the AFST gives a high score: “[I speculate it must be from disparity because if] I’m not getting money from [public assistance] the computer can’t judge me.” (S1).

Overall, workers’ intuitions about the model reflected predictive features that are actually used by the AFST model. However, given minimal transparency around the model, workers sometimes inferred overly general patterns based on their observations of the AFST’s behavior, or misjudged the direction of a feature’s influence. Furthermore, the accuracy of workers’ beliefs about the magnitude of particular features’ influence remains unclear.

4.3 Beyond “trust” in AI: Influences of organizational pressures and incentives

Prior work has often understood human reliance on algorithmic decision supports in terms of patterns of “over-reliance,” “under-reliance,” or “appropriate reliance”, that are shaped according to how well-calibrated an individual’s trust is in a given algorithmic system [5, 9, 38, 50]. However, this conceptualization overlooks the potential impacts that organizational pressures and incentive structures may have on workers’ reliance, independent of their trust in the technology itself. In this section, we first describe the impacts of perceived organizational pressures upon workers’ reliance on the AFST: in many cases, workers agreed with the AFST score because they saw value in the tool or because they trusted it more than the technology itself. We then discuss the influences of organizational incentives on workers’ motivations to disagree with algorithmic recommendations or to provide feedback towards improving the AFST model.
4.3.1 Organizational performance measures shape workers’ reliance on algorithmic recommendations. Several call screeners and supervisors perceived organizational pressures to avoid disagreeing with the AFST score “too often.” Workers had either heard about or attended monthly meetings where an internal analytics team discusses how often the workers override mandatory screen-in protocols. Workers shared that while they do not know for sure whether the analytics team has a specific “acceptable” rate of overrides, they perceived that in some months, they had crossed an unspoken line by overriding too often. As one supervisor said, “someone’s watching to make sure that the majority of those high risk protocols are being assigned.” Given these perceived pressures, some call screeners and supervisors said that they will sometimes agree with the AFST, going against their own best judgment: “It’s not uncommon to be faced with a higher score, but the allegation that is contained in the report is, like, a low risk kind of allegation, you know? [...] The score is high risk protocol because of all of the other stuff that the tool runs, the algorithm gets you a high score. [...] But there’s no safety concerns at this point. So then the screener will say, do I have to assign this? Because it says high risk protocol. Do I have to? So I’ll help walk through it [with them] because you don’t want to be accused of not using the tool, because there is regular oversight from [the] analytics team.”

Even when workers did not feel personally affected by these pressures or incentives, they took them into account when reasoning about others’ motivations. For example, when reflecting on what would motivate supervisors to disagree with call screeners’ recommendations and align with the AFST score instead, a call screener guessed that it may be to “align with directives from administration.”

Although some workers felt pressure to make decisions against their own judgement, they expressed awareness and concern regarding the impacts their decisions could have on both families and caseworkers. Workers believed that, if they were to always agree with the AFST, they would have many more screen-in decisions than necessary. When describing the extent to which the AFST may increase screen-in rates, C5 explained “I think that if we [only followed the AFST], we’d have to hire at least 50% more [caseworkers] than we have now.” This led some workers to worry about the impacts increased screen-in decisions might have on caseworkers, who must follow up with an investigation on all cases that are screened in. For example, during our observations of S2, this supervisor decided to screen out a case with a middle-range AFST score of 13, reasoning that they should avoid burdening caseworkers. S2 explained that caseworkers have sometimes complained to them about their decisions, in cases where they screened in high risk protocol cases due to organizational pressures, against their own judgment. They expressed that the situation is “tricky” because they cannot easily explain their decision to the caseworker, given that caseworkers do not see the AFST score. Caught between conflicting pressures from the administration and from caseworkers, some workers wished the AFST tool would provide not just a number, but support in justifying their decision to those whom it would affect (C6, C7, C9, S2).

4.3.2 “The input does not feel like a two-way street.” Workers’ motivations to disagree with or provide feedback on algorithmic recommendations are shaped by organizational incentives. Workers’ decisions to agree with a high-risk protocol AFST score, even in cases where they disagree, may sometimes be influenced by a desire to avoid additional work that they perceive as unnecessary. When deciding to override a high-risk protocol, workers are required to write open-text responses describing their rationale behind the override—a step that the AFST’s designers intended to produce friction and promote worker reflection [60]. However, workers did not see value in this override process, which they found tedious.

Moreover, although the open text field was partly designed to give workers an opportunity to provide feedback on potentially erroneous AFST scores, workers were unsure whether or how their feedback would actually be used. For instance, one supervisor expressed discontent that they usually did not receive any acknowledgement that their feedback had been read and considered, contributing to their feeling that writing these “narratives” was a waste of their time, which unnecessarily increased their workload. Another participant simply said “there’s no point” in providing feedback on the AFST.

When workers did receive responses to feedback, they perceived that the administration tended to discount feedback regarding potential limitations and improvements to the AFST. This left workers feeling that their own expertise, as human decision makers, was being undermined while the effectiveness of the AFST was being defended. Both call screeners and supervisors said that they had received responses that they perceived as unhelpful, dismissive, or even hostile, leading some to “give up” on giving feedback:

“The input does not feel like a two-way street. It’s, like, we are told why we’re wrong. And we just don’t actually understand algorithms versus, like, maybe you [the workers] are observing something that [our algorithm] missed, you know? [...] in the past, it’s felt like when we’ve taken advantage of that function [to give feedback on the AFST score], it has kind of resulted in just explaining to you why the score is actually right. [...] I think it’s kind of been a point of conflict in the past.”

Given these experiences, workers shared that they have critical discussions about the AFST’s behavior with their peers less often than they used to. In addition, workers believed that they are now less likely to disagree with the AFST than they once were, having acclimated to using the tool and having given up on the idea that their feedback can contribute meaningfully to improving the tool’s usefulness.

So far, we have described how workers’ trust and reliance upon the AFST is influenced by organizational decisions relating to model transparency, choices of performance measures, and processes for overriding or providing feedback on algorithmic recommendations. In the next section, we describe how decisions about the design of the AFST model itself influenced workers’ perceptions and practices with the tool.
4.4 Navigating value misalignments between algorithmic predictions and human decisions

Workers often described differences between the criteria that they personally use to make decisions (ensuring that children are safe in the near term) versus the targets that the AFST predicts (risk of particular adverse outcomes over a two-year timespan). Due to these misalignments, several workers did not view the current version of the AFST as particularly relevant to the decisions they need to make day-to-day.

4.4.1 Workers’ awareness of misalignments between the AFST’s predictive targets and their own decision targets. Workers’ focus on immediate safety and short-term risk has long been a point of contention with administration at the Allegheny DHS, and it has often been attributed to a lack of trust in the AFST. For example, in a 2018 interview, a DHS deputy director expressed that screeners “want to focus on the immediate allegation, not the child’s future risk a year or two down the line […] Getting them to trust that a score on a computer screen is telling them something real is a process” [27]. While this narrative aligns with some of our findings, we found that workers’ concerns around these misalignments extend well beyond a lack of trust in the underlying technology. Some workers disagreed with the idea of making screening decisions based on predictions of longer-term risk, perceiving this problem formulation as fundamentally misaligned with their roles and responsibilities. Other workers viewed the AFST’s focus on longer-term outcomes as complementary to their own focus on immediate safety concerns. However, while these workers were open, in theory, to the idea of factoring in longer-term risk into their decision-making, they felt confused about how exactly they were expected to do so in practice.

Both supervisors and call screeners described that they make decisions based on evidence of immediate risks to a child’s safety, in contrast to the algorithm’s focus on predicting longer-term risk. One supervisor, S2, worried that call screeners may interpret the AFST score as predicting “risk” without considering that its definition of risk does not necessarily imply immediate safety risk to a child. However, call screeners exhibited some awareness of the AFST’s notion of risk. For example, one call screener noted that:

“There are times where [knowing] the risk of removal within two years is not feeling like it’s super relevant to the decision that is needed. And it [has] very little to do with immediate safety or anything like that.”

Most workers expressed that the AFST plays a relatively minor, non-driving role in their decision-making processes, overall. When explaining why they avoid relying on the algorithm, these workers invoked not only the AFST’s perceived limitations (described in Section 4.2), but also concerns about the outcomes that the tool predicts. For example, C6 shared that they sometimes feel that their personal goals of keeping children safe clash with the algorithm’s prediction targets: “it just has always felt like the risk of removal in two years is inherently going to be increased by our involvement, because we’re the only ones that can remove the children.” They also worried about possible contradictions between the advertised goals of the AFST versus its use of proxy targets such as re-referral and placement:

“To me, the tool has always been described as something to identify the families that might typically slip through the cracks or that wouldn’t be most obvious upon initial assessment […] Like, those families [that are frequently investigated because of the AFST every time they are referred] are not [the] ones that are slipping through the cracks and they’re tripping on every single crack that they seem to encounter.” (C6)

Some workers went so far as to claim that they never change their decisions based on the AFST score. For example, C4 said, “I look at the score. I often, you know, am in agreement with it. I think it, you know, does a good job trying to pull everything together and come up with the best possible solution with the score. […] No [the AFST score does not change my recommendation]. I decide whatever I think.” C2 simply said, “I hate it […] I don’t think it should have a role, period, honestly”. Others, like C6, described that when making recommendations, “[The AFST] doesn’t feel like much more than a nudge in one direction or the other.” With that said, observations during our contextual inquiries indicate that some of these participants may be underestimating the influence the AFST has on their decisions. For example, C1 had claimed that “I personally, haven’t had an instance where it caused me to change my recommendation.” However, in alignment with findings discussed in Section 4.3 regarding the impacts of perceived organizational pressures on workers’ practices, during a contextual inquiry, the worker was observed changing their screening recommendation from screen-out to screen-in after seeing the AFST score on a referral, explaining “I have to recommend it” because the AFST score was high (even though it was not high enough to require a mandatory screen-in).

4.4.2 Worker beliefs about complementarity between the AFST and themselves. Despite their awareness of misalignments between what the AFST predicts and the actual decisions they are trying to make, some workers saw value in using the AFST. Although workers were aware of potential biases and limitations of the AFST, some believed that using the AFST might help to mitigate some of their personal biases. For example, C6 believed that the AFST score may help them mitigate their personal biases arising from cultural differences between themselves and the family:

“I think […] a dirty house or something like that, I feel like those are often the ones where you’re not sure if it is just a value or moral judgment and so, you know, the tool can probably weigh a little bit more in those circumstances […] for those kinds of situations where, like, if I know that my personal bias may be underplaying a risk or something, [the AFST score] can be helpful.” (C6)

Similarly, C9 reflected that “prior to the algorithm, things were screened out or not screened out [by the supervisor] and I would be surprised by that decision. I think, like, we’re being a little more consistent with our decisions [now].”

Despite several workers describing clear value misalignments with the algorithm’s prediction targets, all supervisors and some
call screeners (C5, C6, C7, C9) said that they use the AFST score to help them make screening decisions in cases where they personally feel uncertain about a decision or, for one participant, when they are pressed for time. For example, S3 described that, for cases where they are initially uncertain about what screening decision to make, seeing the AFST score can help them more confidently make a decision: “Maybe it’s something iffy, and then I run the score, and then the score is high. And then it’s like, ‘Oh, yeah, definitely it should be assigned.’” Another supervisor, S2, agreed that the AFST score is helpful when the cases are not “straightforward,” providing physical discipline of a child as an example. Similarly, C6 said that they find the AFST score most helpful when they are “on the fence” about a decision. C9 noted that they usually follow the AFST’s recommendation more “if you’re in a hurry.”

That said, workers expressed that they have a harder time interpreting and using the AFST score when the score falls in the middle range (e.g., between 10 and 14), perceiving these cases as missed opportunities for the AFST to effectively complement their own judgment. C5 explained that “that’s where [supervisors] have the most problem, too [...] they’ll say every once in a while, like, ‘You got me [going] crazy over these f***ing yellow reports!’” Given minimal transparency into what factors contribute to a mid-range score, and no information from the AFST beyond the score itself (Section 4.2.1), workers generally disregarded the AFST’s outputs in these mid-range cases. Workers expressed a desire to have the AFST communicate back, not “just a number” but also additional context explaining the AFST score, for example, to assist them in interpreting middle range scores and in integrating the score into their decision-making.

5 DISCUSSION
As child welfare agencies increasingly adopt ADS to assist social workers’ day-to-day work [8, 13, 45, 51, 53], it is critical that we understand workers’ experiences with these systems in practice. In this paper, we conducted the first in-depth qualitative investigation in the literature of child welfare workers’ current practices and challenges in working with a prominent ADS (the AFST) day-to-day. The AFST context has been frequently studied in recent years (e.g., [11, 13, 15, 59]), and public sector agencies are beginning to look to the AFST as an example of what AI-assisted decision-making can or should look like in child welfare and similar contexts [51]. However, most prior research on the AFST has relied on retrospective quantitative analyses of workers’ decisions, without an understanding of how workers actually integrate the AFST into their decision-making on-the-ground.

Through a series of contextual inquiries and semi-structured interviews, we observed ways in which workers’ reliance and trust on the AFST are guided by (1) their knowledge of rich, contextual information beyond what the underlying AI model captures, (2) their beliefs about the AFST’s capabilities and limitations in relation to their own, (3) organizational pressures and incentives that they perceive around the use of the ADS, and (4) their awareness of misalignments between the ADS’s predictive targets versus their own decision-making objectives. We found that, although workers at this agency had been using the ADS continuously for nearly half a decade, the system remained a source of tension for many workers, who perceived the system’s current design as a missed opportunity to effectively complement their own abilities. Overall, our findings complicate narratives from prior literature about how the AFST and similar ADS tools may fit (or fail to fit) into workers’ day-to-day decision-making. These findings add to ongoing discussions in the literature, pointing to the need for a broader re-consideration of how ADS should be designed, evaluated, and integrated into future public sector contexts [3, 26, 52].

In this section, we summarize each of our main findings, discuss how they extend or contrast with prior literature, and provide implications for the study of human-AI decision-making in child welfare and beyond. Recent work in the area of human-AI interaction has highlighted that in many real-world decision-making settings, humans and AI systems may have access to complementary information, opening potential for each to help overcome the other’s limitations and blindspots (e.g., [2, 15, 21, 33]). We found that in the AFST context, to calibrate their reliance on the AFST score in particular instances, workers rely heavily upon their own knowledge of qualitative, contextual details of a given referred case, which are not captured by the administrative data that the AFST model uses. We observed that workers frequently attempted to compensate for gaps and limitations in algorithmic predictions by drawing upon rich, causal narratives they had formed about a referred case, using their unique understanding of case-specific context. These qualitative findings validate hypotheses posed in earlier work by De-Arteaga et al. (2020). Through retrospective quantitative analyses of AFST-assisted decisions, these authors found that workers were able to reliably detect and override erroneous AFST recommendations. To explain how workers were able to do this, the authors speculated that the workers may have been cross-checking algorithmic outputs against other relevant information that was available to them but not to the AFST model [15]. By contrast, much prior research on human-AI decision-making has focused on settings—often in the context of online crowdsourcing or laboratory-based studies—where the AI system has access to a superset of the task-relevant information that is available to the human [5, 15, 41, 58]. Our findings suggest caution in generalizing findings from such studies, as this setup may artificially advantage AI models over human decision-makers. Future research should seek to further understand how human decision-makers use complementary, model-external knowledge to calibrate their reliance on AI recommendations, as well as how future ADS tools might be designed to support them in doing so effectively. In addition, as discussed below, more research is needed to understand how human experts can be supported in communicating relevant contextual knowledge to an AI model, to inform algorithmic recommendations in a given case (cf. [14])—a desire expressed by workers in our study.

Despite having used the AFST day-to-day for multiple years, we found that most workers knew very little about how the AFST works, what data it relies on, or how to work with the tool effectively. Workers had received minimal training on how to use the AFST, and had almost no formal insight into how the AFST worked (Section 4.2.1). These findings align with recent discussions in the human-AI interaction literature, suggesting that ADS tools are often introduced into professional contexts without adequate onboarding and training for the human decision-makers who
are asked to work with them day-to-day (e.g., [4, 10]). Allegheny County is outwardly transparent about the AFST’s design and development process, providing much public-facing documentation on the web (e.g., [47, 60]). Indeed, this level of openness has contributed to the amount of influence and attention the AFST has received from researchers in HCI and machine learning, the popular press, and other public sector agencies around the world. However, this external transparency is not mirrored internally: workers are intentionally given limited information about the AFST model to avoid facilitating ‘gaming the system’ behaviors, where workers strategically manipulate data inputs to the algorithm, in order to get a desired output. Although this is a real concern in algorithm-assisted child welfare decision-making contexts (e.g., [52]), we observed that given minimal information about the AFST, workers improvised ways to learn more about the tool themselves, building up sophisticated yet imperfect intuitions about the AFST’s behavior.

Workers drew upon their beliefs about the AFST to calibrate their reliance on algorithmic recommendations in particular instances—including what predictive features the AFST model uses, what influence each feature has, the kinds of cases for which the model is likely to be more or less reliable, and so on. Given this influence of workers’ informal beliefs about the AFST upon their use of the tool, it is unclear whether the agency’s original goals behind limiting transparency into the model were actually achieved. Yet this lack of transparency had other consequences: workers tended to distrust the tool overall, and they did not feel equipped to work with it effectively.

To learn about the AFST’s behavior in the absence of formal training, workers engaged in various forms of what Shen, DeVos et al. (2021) have called “everyday algorithm auditing”: the ways that users detect, understand, and interrogate machine behaviors via their day-to-day interactions with algorithmic systems [55]. Whereas these authors focused on characterizing the ways that members of large online communities come together to collectively make sense of algorithmic behavior, our findings present a case study of workers engaging in similar behaviors within a more intimate organizational setting. While readers may come away from prior quantitative research on AFST-assisted decision-making with images of workers as lone decision-makers, working in isolated cubicles, we found that workers often discussed the AFST model’s behavior with each other, to collectively understand unexpected scores. Through this collective deliberation, workers shape each others’ beliefs about the model over time and influence each others’ decisions for specific cases (Section 4.2.1). Workers discussed AFST scores amongst themselves frequently and informally, even though the official screening protocol assigns only one call screener and one supervisor to attend to a given case. Workers also engaged in collaborative “guessing games,” honing their abilities to predict the AFST score by guessing what the AFST score would be in particular cases, and then viewing the actual score. To learn about the influences of particular features on the AFST score, workers also frequently tinkered with the tool, for example by adjusting the inputs to the AFST model, recomputing the AFST score, and examining how the score changed. Finally, we observed that workers drew upon their knowledge of context and qualitative details of a given referred case in order to learn about the AFST’s accuracy over time—though it is important to note that the notion of “accuracy” experienced by workers was not always aligned with that of the model. We expect that workers in other public sector contexts may engage in similar strategies to build up collective understandings of an ADS’s capabilities, limitations, and overall functioning—perhaps especially in contexts where workers are expected to make AI-assisted decisions collaboratively, but are lacking relevant information about the AI model (e.g., [52, 69]). Prior research investigating ways to improve AI-assisted decision-making, both in the AFST context and beyond, has often focused on improving interactions between a single human and an AI system. Our findings highlight the importance of studying how collaborative decision-making—particularly in real-world organizational settings, in the presence of existing interpersonal and power relations among decision-makers—impacts how people rely upon and make sense of AI models.

Consistent with our findings that workers were generally skeptical and distrustful of the AFST, we observed that workers’ decisions to follow or contradict the AFST score were often guided by factors other than their “trust” in the AFST model. Whereas prior work has often studied human reliance on ADS tools as a function of an individual’s trust [5, 9, 38, 56], this conceptualization overlooks the potential impacts that organizational pressures and incentive structures may have on workers’ reliance, independent of their trust in the technology itself. In the AFST context, workers perceived organizational pressures, both from the administration and from caseworkers downstream of their decision-making, that influenced their reliance on the AFST (Section 4.3). On the one hand, workers described complying with the AFST’s recommendation, against their own best judgment, to avoid being accused by the administration of disagreeing with the AFST “too often” or of “not using the tool.” On the other hand, workers considered caseworker load when deciding whether to screen out some ambiguous cases. Future research should seek to better understand the impacts that organizations’ internal messaging, performance measures, and policies have on the ways workers rely upon ADS tools in practice. In Section 6, we discuss potential model-level and organization-level design implications based on these findings. In addition, based on their experiences, workers came to perceive that they had little agency to shape the way the AFST is used within their organization, or to improve the reliability and accuracy of the AFST model itself. As a result, workers shared that they have critical discussions about the AFST’s behavior with their peers less often than they used to. Workers also believed that, overall, they are now less likely to disagree with the AFST than they once were, having acclimated to using the tool and having come to believe that their disagreement may be looked down upon by the administration. In alignment with recent calls for greater consideration of temporal factors in the study of human-AI decision-making (e.g., [36]), our findings suggest that future research should investigate how human reliance upon ADS tools may evolve over time, particularly in real-world organizational settings.

Importantly, we observed that despite having minimal formal training around the AFST, workers were aware of misalignments between the AFST’s predictive targets and their own decision-making objectives, and that workers took these misalignments into account when making AFST-assisted decisions (Section 4.4).
Whereas workers generally focused on ensuring children’s immediate safety and considering short-term risk when making their decisions, the AFST was intentionally designed to complement workers’ near-term focus by predicting proxies for adverse outcomes over a much longer (two-year) timespan [14, 59, 60]. The goal was to nudge workers to consider not only immediate risk and safety, but also a forecast of longer-term risk, calculated based on available administrative data. However, we found that it was unclear to workers how exactly they were expected to take the AFST’s assessments of long-term risk into account in ways that complemented their own judgment. While recent research in HCI and machine learning has begun to explore how to support human-AI complementarity in decision-making—i.e., configurations of humans and AI systems that yield better decisions in combination than either could achieve alone [5, 15, 21, 31, 58]—our findings drive home that it is not enough to have model targets that complement workers’ decision-making objectives in theory. Human decision-makers must also understand, at a detailed level, how an ADS tool can actually complement their abilities in practice. As Saxena et al. (2021) emphasize [52], human decision-makers must also be “bought in” to the idea that their use of a given ADS tool will improve decision-making in ways that are meaningful to them. In turn, this requires that, even if an AI tool is intended to complement human abilities by pushing them to consider complementary goals or objectives (cf. [22]), there must still be value alignment between humans and the AI model at a high-level.

Yet in the AFST context, we observed fundamental human-AI value misalignments. While some workers were open to the idea that the AFST could complement their judgment and help to mitigate some of their personal biases, other workers disagreed with the very idea of making screening decisions based on predictions of longer-term risk, perceiving this problem formulation as fundamentally misaligned with their roles and responsibilities. These observations echo findings from Saxena et al. (2021), who observed that, in agencies using simpler forms of algorithmic decision support, workers sometimes perceived conflicts between algorithmic recommendations and the ways they are actually trained to do their jobs. In addition to disagreeing with the timescale on which the AFST makes its predictions, workers were also uncomfortable with the AFST’s use of proxy targets such as re-referral and placement, viewing the use of these proxies as misaligned with their personal values. Building upon prior approaches aimed at understanding and addressing misalignments between different stakeholders’ values during the design phase for ADS tools (e.g., [26, 56], future research should further explore how diverse stakeholders (e.g., decision-makers, affected populations, data scientists, and domain experts) can be effectively engaged in shaping model-level design choices for an ADS, such as specific choices of predictive targets or performance measures [23, 57, 68]. Future research should also explore how best to support complementary human-AI performance in practice, in real-world organizational contexts. This could involve, for example, investigating what other prerequisites and enabling conditions exist for human-AI complementarity, considering factors not just at the level of an AI model or individual human behavior, but also factors at the levels of groups of people or organizations. Finally, our findings suggest that when studying predictive accuracy or effective decision-making in the AFST context and other public sector decision-making contexts, it is critical to account for potential differences in predictive targets and decision objectives of human decision-makers versus AI systems. For instance, the misalignments observed in the AFST context complicate any argument that either the AFST or human workers are more accurate. Without an understanding of workers’ objectives when making predictions and decisions, these kinds of comparisons risk evaluating workers’ performance on a task that they are not actually performing.

6 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Based on our findings, we provide the following design implications, intended for public-sector agencies deploying or maintaining ADS tools and for researchers exploring ways to design more effective ADS. We note that the following design implications are relevant only when there is good reason to expect benefits of having an ADS in the first place, which outweigh potential harms [6, 18, 49].

- Support workers in using their expertise to improve an ADS’s performance, whether by providing direct feedback to the ADS (e.g., communicating relevant contextual knowledge to inform algorithmic recommendations, for a given case), or by allowing the ADS to learn from important patterns across multiple workers’ override decisions over time, as explored in De-Arteaga et al. (2021) [14].
- Design training tools and interfaces that support workers in understanding the boundaries of an ADS’s capabilities (e.g., where it is likely to err and what factors it is not able to take into account) [4, 10, 43]. For example, decision support interfaces might be explicitly designed to support workers in exploring possible reasons for discrepancies between an ADS’s statistical reasoning versus their own clinical judgments in a particular case (e.g., addressing workers’ desires to have the AFST communicate back additional context explaining the score, as described in 4.2.1 and 4.4.2).
- Support open cultures for critical discussion around AI-assisted decision-making amongst workers using ADS. Providing transparency on ADS goals and algorithmic processes, as discussed above, can enable workers to engage in better informed discussions, decreasing the risk that such conversations will simply propagate misleading folk theories about an ADS. Moreover, supporting collaborative sensemaking and decision-making can encourage workers to surface insights about potential ADS limitations and improvements.
- Provide workers with balanced and contextualized feedback on their decisions. Feedback should capture the collaborative decision process between workers and the ADS alongside the decision outcomes. Both forms of feedback can be extremely valuable for learning, yet are scarce in many AI-assisted public-sector decision-making contexts (including the AFST context). Any resulting measures should be communicated to workers with explanations that account for both strengths and shortcomings of workers’ judgements. Such feedback may be critical for workers to reflect upon and improve their judgment and algorithmic reliance over time.
• Relatedly, find ways to co-design measures of decision quality with the workers themselves. By designing measures of decision quality that workers find personally meaningful and important, workers may be more motivated to actually use these measures to reflect upon and improve their own decision-making. In addition, workers may be more likely to notice potential shortcomings in measures of decision quality, and may be well-equipped to notice when a given measure risks creating counterproductive incentive structures (e.g., that influence their reliance practices, as discussed in Section 4.3.1).

• Clearly communicate, and in points of disagreement, collaboratively determine with social workers how decision-making power should be distributed across workers and the ADS. Building an organizational culture in which human decision-makers feel that their expertise is relevant and valued may preface building effective human–AI partnerships. Therefore, decision-making roles between workers and ADS should be guided by an empirical understanding of workers’ unique strengths (and limitations) in complementing the ADS.

• Explore methods to support diverse stakeholder involvement in shaping an ADS’s model-level design decisions. For example, find methods to co-design an ADS’s predictive targets with decision-makers, affected community members, data scientists, and other domain experts, while considering how to mitigate disagreements [26, 56], especially when prominent power dynamics are at play. Diverse stakeholder deliberation and discussion on model-level design decisions may help mitigate value misalignments between models and relevant stakeholders before the ADS is deployed.

• Factor in a set of work context-specific considerations when designing ADS predictive targets that aim to complement a worker’s decision targets and processes. For example, beyond considering whether a human’s and an AI’s limitations and strengths might complement one another in a vacuum, consider the organizational factors that may influence reliance decisions in practice.

• When assessing the effectiveness of human-AI decision-making, be cautious not to adopt evaluation approaches that artificially disadvantage either the human or the AI. For example, carefully consider whether the metrics used to evaluate human-AI performance are evaluating the actual outcomes that the human versus the AI is optimizing towards, when making predictions or decisions.

7 CONCLUSION

Our findings highlight critical opportunities for future research, towards re-thinking and re-designing the interfaces, models, and organizational processes that shape the ways ADS tools are used in child welfare and other public sector decision-making contexts. Future research across HCl, machine learning, and social work should explore design opportunities at all three of these levels, both separately and in combination. In addition, future research should seek to inform the design of human–AI partnerships in child welfare by understanding and reconciling design values and goals across a broader ecosystem of relevant stakeholders, including social work administrators and agency leadership, caseworkers [52], families and other affected community members [8, 11], and ADS developers [26]. In particular, future research should explore how multiple stakeholders within this ecosystem might be meaningful involved across various points of the design, development, deployment, use, and maintenance lifecycle for ADS, to resolve value misalignments and to better serve the needs of families and child welfare workers.
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